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Drink the Rain of Nectar
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
hen the jivas request, God
Almighty comes in the form
of the Sant Satgurus and He gives
them the knowledge of the Shabd.
We know that when a forgetful
son falls in bad company, gets involved in crimes and murders, and is
finally arrested by the police, he is
sent to jail. His father goes to court
and makes appeals for him; he hires
a competent lawyer. No doubt, the
father doesn't like all the deeds of his
son, but still, because he is attached
and he has love and sympathy for his
son, that is why he tries his best to
get him out of jail. In the same way,
our soul is the child of Sat Purush,
and Sat Purush also cannot control
Himself when He sees the poor condition of our soul. When the soul falls
in the company of the mind and does
the bad deeds and suffers a lot in this
realm of Kal, then Sat Purush, like
that loving father also comes in the
form of the Sant Satguru and helps
the soul to leave the bad company
and go back to the Real Home. Ever
since the soul has been separated from
Almighty God, she has been carrying

This Satsang was given May 7, 1984,
at Sant Bani Ashram, Sanbornton,
New Hampshire.
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the burden of the karmas, and the burdens are so heavy that she cannot become free from or remove those burdens, by her own efforts. Unless the
Sant Satgurus come into this world
and help the souls to remove those
burdens she can never go back Home.
A hymn of Swami Ji Maharaj from
His writing, Baranzasa (Twelve
Months), is presented to you. It is
worth understanding. Listen to it attentively.

The,fotwth month of Kwav*
has come.
The soul rernairzs trapped in
the Ocean o f l i f e .
He says that after getting separated
from the Almighty Lord, the jiva has
fallen in the prison of eighty-four lakhs species. Without the help of the
Sant Satgurus she has not been able
to come out from this prison of the
births and deaths. No matter if she

did the repetitions or performed the
austerities - no matter what kind of
worship she did - without the help
of the Sant Satgurus, she was not able
to come out from this prison created

* "Kwar" is the fourth month of the
Hindu calendar.

by the Negative Power, and in the
end she always remained within the
domain of the Negative Power.

The soul remains on this side
(of the Ocean of Lifel and
doesn 't go across.
She doesn 't devote herself to
the love for the Saints.
Now He says that the soul cannot go
across by doing any kind of repetition, by performing any kind of austerities, or by having any kingdom or
any power. The thing which will help
her to go across is the love and devotion for the Saints, and she is not doing that. When she does not have the
thing which will help her to go across,
how can she go across?
Mahatma Brahmanand says, "People go in the temple and they keep
their conduct very high, but they do
not appreciate the Sadhus and the Beloveds of God. In this way they cannot get the Creator."

Being controlled by the pleasures of this world,
(The soul) remains in the dirt
of sickness, unhappiness,
pains and pleasures.
Now He says that just as water can
only come out with full force from a
pipe with many leaks after all those
holes are covered - in the same way,
sometimes the soul is being swayed
in the waves of anger, sometimes she
is swayed in some other kind of pas-

sion, but only if she could get free
from all those things - only then
could she come in the company of
the Saints.

She does not adopt the Gyan
(knowledge), Vairaag
(yearning), arzd devotiorl
(of God).
She is stuck in the attachment,
love for the world), and
egoism.
Now He says that she neither got the
knowledge of God, nor was the desire or yearning for God created within her. Sometimes she got stuck in
the wave of lust; sometimes she got
stuck in the wave of attachment or
anger. And she did not attach herself
to the love for the Master, the love
for God, for which she had come into
this world.

The unmarried soul coim~its
adultery.
She indulges with mind and
the organs of senses.
Now He says that if any unmarried
girl gives birth to a baby without getting married. then she herself is confused and her parents and relatives
and the people of the society do not
consider her to be a good girl.
In India if any unmarried girl
would do such a karma. the parents
do not keep such a girl in their home.
As long as the soul has not met
with any Master and has not got the
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Naam Initiation, she is like that unmarried girl. And going in the company of the mind and the organs of
senses, she is committing adultery.
Wherever the sense organs want to
take her, she goes there. The eyes
take her to seeing the beautiful things
outside, and the tongue takes her to
many delicious things. The ears take
her to the music and other outer
things. And even after being dragged
here and there by the organs of senses she does not get any satisfaction.
Just as we have wedding ceremonies outside, in the same way, when
the Sant Satgurus initiate the soul,
the Shabd gets married with the soul.
The Shabd becomes the Groom and
the soul becomes the bride, and after
that, even if the soul wants to leave
the Shabd, she cannot do that. The
Groom, the Shabd, always keeps that
promise which He has made with the
soul, and unless He takes the soul
back to the Real Home He does not
leave her.
Those who go in the within, only
they know about this secret; only they
understand this secret. At the time of
the Initiation, the Sant Satgurus, the
Masters, do not just sit there for no
reason. They are doing something at
the time of Initiation.
A good, loyal husband cannot bear
if anybody would even point a finger
towards his wife. In the same way,
the Sant Satgurus are like the perfect,
loyal Husbands of the souls, and that
is why They don't even allow the angels of death to come near the souls
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whom They have initiated, what to
talk about the misled souls or the evil
spirits.

She lives in the illusion of lust
and anger.
She does not untie the knot of
unconscious and conscious
(beings).
Now what does the soul do? Sometimes the soul goes in the wave of
lust, sometimes she goes in the wave
of anger, sometimes she goes in the
wave of attachment, egoism and greed
- and even after that, there are twenty-five prakritis* and five elements,
and then there is the mind. She does
not untie the knot which she has with
the mind. She is involved in all these
things.

Neither does she do the Satsang, nor does she serve
the Satguru.
She does not devote her mind
to the love and devotion (of
the Master).
Now He says that the soul does not
love the Master, nor does she love
the Satsang. She is not afraid of the
Master, nor does she want to come in
the Satsang.

* "Prakriti stands for 'original matter' (latent energy) which, when acted upon by
positive spirit force, brings into being
the many forms, patterns and designs in
the vast creation of the Great Creator."
Kirpal Singh, The Crown oflife, pg. 12.

Many dear ones come to their interviews and tell me that they were
initiated twenty or twenty-five years
ago and that they haven't progressed,
also that they haven't done any meditation, they haven't come to any Satsang. What can I reply to them? I tell
them only this thing: "Dear Ones,
have patience and start all over again."
[much laughter from Sant Ji and the
dear ones]

The Negative Power has set
up a giant wheel.
The sozil goes up and down in
it.

You would have seen in fairs, the
giant wheels where sometimes people are down below and then they go
all the way up. In the same way, the
Negative Power's giant wheel is going on. Sometimes souls in lower bodies who have done good karmas go in
higher bodies, and sometimes people
in higher bodies, if they have done
any bad karmas, (like people on that
giant wheel), come down into the lower bodies. So this giant wheel of the
Negative Power always goes on.
Those who do not believe in the
existence of the [cycle ofl eighty-four
lakhs births and deaths are like those
who do not believe in the existence
of God. It is like the person who kills
someone and who says that there are
no police anywhere. He comes to
know about the power of the police
only when he is put in jail. Those
who say that there is no death know

about it only when they themselves
go into the mouth of death. The Saints
and Mahatmas, those who have gone
in the within, have all said that it
is absolutely correct that rebirth and
reincarnation and all these eighty-four
lakhs births and deaths are all real
things. Even Shamas Tabriz said.
"Many times I became a fruit and
was hanging on the tree, and many
times I went into the stomachs of the
people. Many times I took birth in
this world in the form of grass. So
many times I came into this world in
different bodies."
Ved Vyas, who had obtained the
position of yogishwar, had a son
whose name was Sukhdev Muni, and
he had the knowledge of God from
when he was in the womb of his
mother, and he has written about his
hundred past births. Out of those hundred past births, he writes specifically
about a couple of births. Regarding
one of his past births, he says, "I can
never forget the birth that I had in the
body of a donkey. I was the donkey
of a washerman and he used to load
wet clothes on me, more than I could
carry, and he would not give me any
food. I had to cross a particular stream
every day. And once it so happened
that I was very thirsty and hungry
and I could not cross that stream, so I
suddenly sat down in the water of
that stream. That washerman did not
bring any food for me, and he did not
have any pity on me. There was no
court where I could go and appeal, or
ask for food. So when I was of no use
SANT BANI

to that washerman, he took his clothes
and he abandoned me over there. I
stayed there because I was very weak,
I did not have anything to eat, and 1
did not have the energy to move so I
stayed there.
The people crossing that stream
did not pay any attention to me, they
did not have any mercy on me; they
started using me as a bridge over that
stream. And after some time, the
crows and the other birds came and
started eating my flesh. Afterwards
insects and many other small creatures came and they started eating me
alive. So I can never forget that birth
which I had as a donkey. When I
remember that, it terrifies me."
Then Sukhdev Muni tells about
another birth in which he was born as
an ant. He said, "Once I was born as
an ant and I climbed the body of some
woman, and she was going somewhere. It was in the afternoon time.
And because of my swift mind, my
naughty mind, I bit her, so she took
me in her hand and she squeezed me.
She did not kill me completely, and
she threw me in the desert, which
was very hot, and I remember how I
left my body over there."
Kabir Sahib also says that many
times we have made such homes in
this world. Ever since we were separated from the Lord and were sent
into our mother's womb, we have
come to the world many times and
we have made many homes like this.
In Sukhmani Sahib, Gum Arjan Dev
Ji Maharaj also says that many times
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we were born as insects, as moths,
and many times we were born as
elephants and as fish; we have gone
into many wombs. Now after wandering here and there for many ages,
finally we have come to the Feet of
the Master.
If we think over this matter
patiently, we will find that not everybody's thoughts are alike, not
everybody's bodies are alike. Some
people are suffering from this disease,
some people are suffering from that
disease. Some people have good bodies, good minds, and good things,
whereas other people are suffering
and are living in very poor conditions. It means that behind this creation there is some hidden power who
is giving things to the people according to their deeds, there is some hidden power who is calculating everybody's deeds in a very correct way.
And according to their past karmas,
that power is giving things to the people in their present lives.
If, because of their past karmas,
there is no way out for the souls who
have come in the bodies of dogs, cats,
snakes. birds and other creatures, if
there is no way for them to progress,
does it mean that God is unjust to
them? No, that is not the case. It is
possible that in their previous births
they were more wealthy than we are
now, that they were much better people than us. It is possible that because
of some bad karma they got this low
body. And it is also possible that before coming in this birth we were in a

much better position. And it is possi- how much wealth you have." The
ble that after this birth, if we do not wise person replied, "I don't have
do good karmas, we may go into even anything except my own self." So that
lower bodies than these creatures.
person said, "Okay, don't talk with
That is why Saints and Mahatmas me, because just by talking with you
always say that before doing any kar- I may lose my wealth and I may bema you should always think about its come poor like you."
consequences, you should always be
So like that person we do not want
very careful in doing the karmas - to listen to the advice of the Saints
because who knows which karma may and Mahatmas, and we always think
take you into a lower body? Of course, that we are doing the best thing. We
Saints and Mahatmas always try Their do not always use our intellect.
best not to send Their disciples once
again into this suffering world, and
Many births have passed
swinging in this wheel.
that is why They always warn us,
The soul has suflered the
They always advise us, that before
hardships at the hands o f
doing any karma we should always
the Angel of Death.
think about it carefully.
But we have a very unique kind
of intellect. There is a children's sto- Now He says that we have spent many
ry about a man who was going along ages in this giant wheel of eightywith his horse which was loaded with four lakhs births and deaths. Every
some wheat on one side and some time when death came we were taken
sand on the other side. He had put to the Lord of Judgment, and accordabout four [bushels] of wheat on one ing to our deeds, He again sent us in
side and about four bushels of sand some body. And always after death
on the other side. A wise person came we were brought in front of the Lord
by and he asked him, "Brother, what of Judgment.
are you carrying on this horse?"
Always the Lord of Judgment
The man replied, "I am carrying
gives her a hard time.
four bushels of sand on one side and
She suffers grave pains in
four bushels of wheat on the other."
hell.
That wise person asked him, "Why
are you carrying this sand?" He said,
"Just to keep the balance." [laughter] Now when the bad karmas were done,
So that wise person advised him, at the time of death, the angels of
"Why don't you put two bushels of death came and took the souls to the
wheat on each side and that will keep Lord of Judgment. He [meted out]
the balance just as well?" Then that justice according to their deeds, and
man asked that wise person, "Tell me He sent the souls to the hells or into
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the lower bodies. And since He has
to do the justice, he does not spare
anyone. According to her karmas, the
soul was sent into the lower bodies or
to the hells, and life [after life] the
soul went on getting the sufferings.

She carries the load of karmas
on her head.
Again the servant of Kal surrounds her.
Guru Nanak Sahib also says that on
the head of the jiva there is the burden of his good and bad deeds. He
has to climb the mountain, but he cannot climb the mountain, and from behind the angels of death are giving
him a beating.

She was the daughter of Sat
Naanz.
But she loses her dignity in
the company of the servants.
The soul is the essence of Sat Purush
and she is like a princess who was
supposed to marry a prince and become the queen, but instead of marrying the prince she became friends
with a sweeper and married him. She
gets kicked and knocked; she does
not get any praise; she is insulted
everywhere.

She embarrassed her family
and has lost her caste.
Still she does not feel ashamed
in her mind.
10

She left her family, she left her home,
she left her dignity, she lost her caste,
and she remained involved in the religions which were made by the mind.
And now she has forgotten her Home.

Ifshe feels concerned (or
ashamed), it is only,for the
fanzily of mind.
She has forgotten everything
about her o u x fanzily.
Now she is not worried about the family or the community to which she
belongs, the family of Sat Naam. She
does not have any fear, nor does she
regret leaving her family.
She got involved in the religions
and communities made by the mind
- "I am Hindu," "I am Muslim," "I
am Christian," "I am Sikh," or "I am
from America" or from some other
country -even though we know that
nobody's religion or caste is going to
go with us. At the time of death, one
person's caste is going to be buried,
another person's caste is going to be
cremated.
Kabir Sahib says that nobody cares
for the caste that He belonged to.
Those who remember God, they become of God.

Her family is highest of all.
No one has reached there
except the Saints.
Now He says that the family of the
soul is very high; it is the highest of
all. She belongs to the family of Sat
SANT BANI

Naam and her Home is Sach Khand.
And nobody can reach there except
the Saints. And not even she can reach
there without the help of the Saints.

Shesh and Mahesh * remain
below the place where Sat
Naam lives.
Even the Brahm and Parbrahm live below Him.
Neither Brahma nor Shiva, nor any
other god or goddess, can reach the
place where the family of the soul is,
where the home of the soul is. All
these gods and goddesses remain below.

Then the Sat Purush was concerned,
And incarnated Himself' as a
Saint in this world.
When the Sat Purush sees that the
souls are suffering and that with only
their own efforts they are not able to
come out from the clutches of the
Negative Power, then the Sat Purush
Himself comes into this world in the
form of the Saints. He comes into
this world only for the sake of the
souls, only to free the souls.
Saints are neither Hindu nor Muslim, Sikh or Christian. They are human beings, and They teach us to become human beings.

* Shesh is the divine Serpent who carries the creation on his head. Mahesh is
also called Shiva, the god of destruction.
October 2001

When Guru Nanak was incarnated in India, in those days the Muslim
rulers used to rule over India and they
used to kill the Hindus mercilessly.
So when Gum Nanak Sahib was
asked, "Are you Hindu or Muslim?,"
He said, "If I tell you that I am Hindu, you will not spare me, you will
kill me. And if I call myself Muslim,
I am not that kind of Muslim whom
you want. I am just a man who is
made up of five elements and that
hidden Power of God is manifested
within me."
Kabir Sahib has also said, "I am
neither Hindu nor Muslim. I am the
being created by Allah and Ram."

Assunzing the form of the
Saints, He teaches the
jivas.
By making the boat of His
Baui (words or teachings),
He,ferries them across.
Now Swami Ji says that for the sake
of the suffering souls, Sat Pumsh, the
Almighty Lord, assumed the body
which was full of dirt, which was full
of sickness and sufferings, and He
came into this world full of sufferings, and He gave the knowledge of
the Real Home to the souls. He gave
the knowledge of the Shabd, of the
Naam, to the souls.
Saints and Mahatmas have been
given a great responsibility of putting the souls back on the Path of
Shabd Naam. They are our servants.
Without getting any payment, They
11

are our sympathizers. They have sympathy for us without expecting anything in return.
If there is anyone who has selfless
love, it is the Master. It is the Saint
Who has selfless love for His souls.
Kabir Sahib has also said, "I did
not find anyone who knows about
my heart. Whomever I met, he was
selfish."

The ignorant soul doesn't
understand the Bani.
Again and again she drowns
in the Ocean of L f e , as she
does11't obey (the Saints).
Now the soul has forgotten her Home.
She does not understand the sympathy of the Saints, and like the creatures which live in a hole and want to
return to their hole again, in the same
way, she comes back into this world
again and again; she understands this
world as her real home.

She drowns herselfin the
Ocean of Life.
Following the path of mind,
she runs towards the
cycle of eightyfour.
This plane is a great Ocean of Life
and nobody knows where its shore is
- nobody knows this shore or the
shore across. And following the mind,
the soul is going into this Ocean of
Life again and again.

Saints tell her the Way of
Truth,

But she doesn 't believe i~ alzd
has no faith it2 the Saints.
Saints and Mahatmas, after coming
into this world, tell her about her Real
Home, but since she is poisoned by
the mind and the organs of senses.
that is why she does not believe in
what They say.
It is as if someone has a fever and
you give him some rock candy to eat,
he will say, "Take it away; it is bitter." The rock candy is not bitter, but
because of the fever, the taste of his
mouth has been changed and that is
why the rock candy tastes bitter to
him. In the same way, Naam is not
bitter, Naam is very sweet, but since
the soul is poisoned by the pleasures,
by the mind and the organs of senses,
that is why she does not like the
Naam. She says that the Naam is bitter, but in fact the Naam is very sweet.

Olie cannot get the Way of
Tmth without,faitlz.
After evely birth olze goes
back into the cycle of
eighty-four.
This is the law of nature, that unless
we have pure love and yearning for
the Master. unless we have real love
and affection for the Master, He does
not open the door for us, and that is
why the soul cannot go back to the
Real Home.
That is why Master Sawan Singh
Ji placed a lot of emphasis on having
love for the Master Who is the resiSANT BANI

dent of Sach Khand. He used to say
that even if we have a lot of love for
the Master, still it is not enough because if you cannot meditate, at
least you should maintain your love
with the Master so that [by following
Him] you may also go to the place
from where He has come.
Saints save her from the cycle
of eighty-four,
But she doesn't let the words
of the Saints dwell in the
mind.
Now Swami Ji Maharaj says that there
is no power, there is no being, who
can help the soul escape from the cycle of eighty-four lakhs births and
deaths. Neither her power, nor her
children, nor anything of this world
can help her to escape from the cycle
of eighty-four lakhs births and deaths.
Saints are the only ones who can save
her from the cycle of birth and death.
But she does not believe in the words
of the Saint; the words of the Saint
do not have any effect on her, just
like oil has no effect on water.
She wanders, remaining dyed
in the color of the mind.
She doesn 't learn the True
Path.
Now He says that she is dyed in the
color of the mind, she is dyed in the
color of the sense organs and pleasures, and she is not dyed in the color
of the Satsang. When she goes in the
October 2001

Satsang, the Masters words go in one
ear and out the other.
She doesn 't learn the Way of'
the Saints and Sadhus.
By tasting the tasteless juices,
she suffeevs pains.
She is not ready to learn the practices
and teachings which the Master wants
her to learn, but she easily learns the
ways of the mind, the tricks of the
mind, and the pleasures.
The juices (pleasures) of this
world are tasteless,
But she doesn 't accept the
Nectar of Aganz (the Unreachable Plane).
Now He says that the worldly enjoyments of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and egoism are tasteless, and
unless we give up all these enjoyments we cannot have the enjoyment
of Naam.
Guru Nanak Sahib says that when
that bliss comes, these enjoyments do
not find any place.
The cloud of Nectar is showering within.
One becomes happy only
when he takes his attention
within.
Now He says that just as the clouds
outside shower rain, in the same way,
in the within, also, rain is being showered. And if you go in the within,
13

you will see the rain of Nectar being
showered. And only by drinking that
rain of Nectar within can the soul
become strong.
The cool Moon is seen within.
One hears the Sound oj'Sunn
(Inner Plane) when one
goes within.
Now He says that the soul comes
across the stars, the loving moon, and
the sun. And after she crosses all
these, she reaches the Par Brahm.
Then the soul comes to realize that
she is soul.
Becoming a Swan she enjoys
the pleastires within.
She eats the pearls from Mansarovar.
The soul who has reached Par Brahin
or Daswan Dwar is called hansa
(swan) and pearls are the food of
swans, whereas, as long as the soul is
in the body, she is like a crow - and
what is the food of the crow? The
crows's food is dirt and rubbish. So
as long as she is in the body the food
of the soul is the pleasures and dirt of
the world. But when she reaches Daswan Dwar she becomes like the swan,
and pearls are her food.
Those who follow the words of
the Saints go to Triveni
and become blessed.

Now He says that those who believe
in the words of the Master, those who
love the Master, those who mold their
lives according to the instructions of
the Master, they reach Triveni, or "the
place where three rivers meet." And
after bathing in that Pool of Nectar,
in that Mansarovar, they become prosperous, they become very happy.
Becorning the Blessed One.
she sees the beauty and
hears the Divine Sound.
Hearing the Divine Sound, the
s o d becomes intoxicated.
Then she searches for the Feet
of the One Who is beyond
that Sound.
By the grace of the Saint alzd
blessings of the Satguru,
She,firzds the Origilz, the One
Who is beyond the Sound.
The soul is amazed. Now
she cannot describe His
Glory.
After reaching there, the soul gets
supreme happiness. supreme bliss.
What can she tell the people after
coming back? As Kabir Sahib says,
Some salt went into the depths of the
ocean to find its origin. What can the
salt tell about its origin when it comes
out?
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Be Patient and Wait For The Time
Sant ~ j a i bSingh Ji
ost of you worked very hard,
constantly, to make the program successful. Because of the
support of Master's Grace, the Master's Name was glorified here yesterday and today, and for that I am
very grateful and thankful for your
loving devotion and seva for Him.
As you all know I don't have
any mission of my own in this
world. I am not going from one
place to another carrying out my
own mission; whatever I am doing
is the mission of Master KirpaI. And
whatever love you gave me and
whatever I received as I go from
one place to another - I came here,
only to give that love and only to
give that message of love which He
told me to give.
Many times I have said that our
Lord Kirpal is an Ocean of Love
and because I was a devotee of love
that is why He has given to me what
I wanted. The love that He has given to me is so much that He has
told me to go to all His dear ones
and give it to them. So I don't have
any mission in this world, I don't
This talk was given to sevadars at
the conclusion of the program in New
York City,on July 25, 1980
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have anything else in this world,
except to give the love which I received from my beloved Lord. We
can glorify His Name and we can
sing His praise only if He Himself
is gracious upon us.
Even though Guru Angad was
made perfect in all respects by Guru
Nanak, Himself, but still after Guru
Nanak passed away [unclear - ]
used to live with an old initiate of
Guru Nanak so that He could listen
to something, so He could hear
something of His Master.
The day when Master Kirpal
gave me the orders that: "Listen, I
wanted to dwell in the forest and I
was a renunciate. I loved to live in
the forest and in the wilderness, but
I did all these things because my
Master told me to do so. When Master Sawan Singh was leaving, He
called me and He said: 'Listen, Kirpal, in this world there will be many
people who can just give the knowledge of the Names, but there will
be no one who can give the attention. And there will be no one except you to spread the teachings in
the true sense. So make sure that
my teachings do not go away from
this world. They should continue.'
And in the same way, I [Kirpal] am

telling you, 'Don't let my teachings
go away from this world. Continue
it and give it to the people.' "
As a matter of fact, only he can
be called a real disciple of the Master who glorifies the name of the
Master and continues the work of
the Master.
During the lifetime of Master
Kirpal, [He] told one story of two
servants of the Master. One of them
used to sing the praise of the Master and he used to dance whenever
the Master came into sight but he
did not do anything after He was
gone. And there was another servant, he used to take care of the
gardens and everything, and even
in the absence of the Master, he
used to work wholeheartedly and
take care of the things of the Master. You can imagine with whom
the Master would have been more
pleased. He would definitely be
more pleased with the one who was
working and would not be pleased
with that one who only sings the
praises and dances and does many
things to please the Master only
when He physically arrives there.
In the same way, when our Master has gone, He gives us some work
to do. We have so many responsibilities after He has gone. Our responsibility is to do our meditation,
and moreover to love His children
and love all mankind.
I don't have any interest in this
world because I have never dealt in
any worldly things. I spent all my

life, the most valuable portion of
my life, sitting underground in the
devotion of God and I never forgot
God. And you already know how I
came out. You know how Russell
Perkins worked hard to come and
get me out, and you know how difficult it was. Everything which he
went through he has told already. I
always thought that I would never
come out and that I would always
live there because I did not have
any interest in this world.
When I came out I told Russell
Perkins, "You know that the one
who has done the meditation, he
knows the value of meditation and
it is very easy to lose the fruit of
the meditation by doing such little
negative things which most of the
people are involved in doing right
now." And I told him, "If you want
me to come out now I will come
out, but you should promise that
if you want to record that and publish that in Sallt Bani Magazir~eyou
should promise me that you will
never criticize anyone, you will never abuse anyone." And I am very
pleased with him that he has kept
that word and he has never criticized anyone and he has never
abused anyone in Sant Bani Magazirze. and you can read all the magazines and you will find not even a
single word of criticism of others.
My beloved Kirpal told me.
"When the bad people do not stop
their bad deeds. why should the good
man stop doing his good deeds?"
SANT BAN1

Always thc mean people
find the excuses and they argue to prove that they are
true. Rut the wise pcople do
not do that. They always wait
for the time. So like the wise
people. we should also wait
for the time. because time always tells them. time will say
that who is true and who is
not. So we should always be
patient and wait for the timc.
We should keep doing our
meditation. We should not
bother about thosc pcople
who are going on the wrong
path; let them go. Time will
bring them back. Master will
bring them back.
It is not good for us to say
that aftcr Master Kirpal left, thcre
is no perfect disciple of His in this
world. If we are saying that. it
means that we are trying to say that
our Master did have the wealth of
Nanm and that He was not able to
make even a single disciplc as pcrfcct as He was. And if we say that
there is no one after Master Kirpal
we arc being unjust to Him and i t is
not good for us to do that.
Our beloved Kirpal was the Empcror of Spirituality. He was the AIIOwner. And this is a fact, that God
Himself came in the body of Kirpal
and He dwelt among us. Thosc who
obeyed Him, thosc who molded
their l i ~ c according
s
to His inbtructions, they took advantagc of His
coming into this world and they also

will be going back. So we should
continue His mission i n this world.
We should glorify His Name. We
should obey His commandments and
follow His instructions. We all
s h o ~ ~have
l d lovc for each other, bccause in His lovc, in His Namc, all
arc His children.
Again I would like to thank all
of you. Keep doing your Bhajan and
Simran wholeheartedly.
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Thirstv for His Grace
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

B

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Father Almighty Who is
the Ultimate Giver, Who is capable
of doing everything, Sawan and Kirpal, Who gave us the gift of Their
devotion.
This bhajan [Chelo Ni Saiyo]
which was just sung, was written by
beloved Lord Kirpal when Master
Sawan Singh was developing the land
which He had bought near Sirsa, at
the place called Sikandapur. At that
time that area was undeveloped and
Master Sawan Singh worked very
hard to develop that area. Nowadays
it is fully developed, but when Master Sawan Singh was developing that
area He had given strict orders that
nobody should come there, because
it was His family [place]. He said
that all those who wanted to meet
Him should only come to the Dera.
You know that for the dear one
who has united himself with the Master inside it is very difficult to remain
away from the physical form of the
Master. He cannot live without having the darshan of the physical form
of the Master. But since the order
was given by Master Sawan Singh,
This bhajan talk was given January
12, 1996, in Bombay, India.
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Master Kirpal Singh [could not go to
Sirsa]. So He wrote this bhajan, which
was like a message. Whatever He
wrote in a bhajan served as a message, and Bibi Hardevi, who later on
was known as Tai Ji, acted as a mediator between Master Kirpal Singh
and Master Sawan Singh. Whatever
poems or bhajans Master Kirpal Singh
would write as a message to Master
Sawan Singh, she would read or sing
those to Master Sawan Singh on behalf of Master Kirpal Singh.
There is a great secret behind the
Masters imposing such restrictions.
The reason behind them is that the
Masters want to create more yearning within the disciples for the darshan of the Master. Often I have said
that General Bikram Singh was a very
devoted disciple of Master Sawan
Singh, whenever he would go to see
Baba Sawan Singh I would always
accompany him since I was his wireless operator. So once when we went
there, this bhajan was being sung by
Tai Ji. At that time I did not know
that one day, [the One] Who had so
much yearning, Who had so much
pain of separation within Him, was
going to become my own Master.
He had so much yearning within
Him for His beloved Master that He

says, "0 Lord, even Your shoes are
better than me." He had so much love
and so much yearning; we should also
learn from Him. We should all make
this prayer, we should all make this
request, because it is all due to His
grace that today we are sitting here
together in His Remembrance and
doing His devotion. So we should all
pray unto His Feet:
"0Lord, kindly bless us with the
right understanding so that we may
also under~standand recognize Your
love and take advantage o f t h e opportunity of doing Your devotion.
"0Beloved Lord Kirpal. I do not
have any ,faith lefl in worldly rites
and rituals. Kindly give me that Naam
which converts sinners into goodpeople and which liberates the sinners.
"0Lord Kirpal, I know that God
Almighty loves His devotees, so kindly give us the gift of Your devotion so
that by doit~gthe devotion we may
also become Your beloved ones.
"0Lord Kirpal, I know that You
are the liberator of the sil~ner~s.
We
have come to Your door after committing so many sins, after making so
many mistakes. So kindly shower Your
grace and remove all the sins from
us. Forgive us for our sins.
"0Lord Kirpal, I know that You
are called as the one Who ,fo~*gives.
as the one Who showers His blessings. If we had riot done so many
sins, If we had not made so many
mistakes, then whom would You have
forgiven and how would You have
been called the forgiver?

"0Lord Kirpal, why should I be
proud of worldly wealth and riches?
Why should I be protid of worship
and devotion? - because there are
so many other frier~ds of nzine who
are better than me, who are superior
to me. Each one is superior to me
and no one knows my name over
there.
PVhelz I look at ni-y,faults,1ny head
bows down in shame and enibarrassment, but when I look at Your forgiveness, when I look at Your glory.
then my head is lifted and I feel very
proud that ill this humal~birth, in this
human body, I have got Almighty Lord
Kirpal, Who is the Forgiver and the
Otie Who showers His blessings. "
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
say that if after committing a sin or
making a mistake we do not realize
it, we are making one more mistake
or committing one more sin. We do
not know about the sins and mistakes
which we have done in our past lifetimes, but if we look at the mistakes
committed in just this lifetime we will
see that there is no end to them, there
is no limit to them. So what to talk
about the mistakes and the sins which
we have done in our past lifetimes we have been carrying a huge burden
of all the sins and the faults committed in our past lifetimes - even in
this lifetime we know how in our
within we are finding faults in others, how we are criticizing others, and
doing all sorts of bad things to the
other people, and in that way we are
committing so many sins. So that is
"
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that You like the devotion, You like
the devotees. So day and night, make
me do Your devotion and make me
Your devotee. This is the only request
I have, this is the only prayer I have
in front of You, and this is what I am
praying to You day and night.
As we all know, we got the opportunity to do the devotion of God
Almighty for these last eight days and
we got this opportunity through the
grace of Almighty Lord Kirpal. So
now when you go back to your homes,
while attending to the worldly responsibilities which you have got according to your karmas, you should do
your meditations every day.
Satsang is a fence to protect the
meditation, because by doing the Satsang the remembrance of the Master
is maintained. So all of you should
attend the Satsangs wherever the
group leaders do the Satsang.
Master Kirpal told us to keep the
diary. Keeping the diary means to introspect your own self and to improve
yourself. So we should keep the diary so that we may know how many
sins we commit, how many good
things we do, how much meditation
we do, and where we stand. Looking
at our faults and the sins which we
have committed, we should always
pray to our beloved Lord Kirpal, "0
Lord, you kindly forgive us, because
we have already done so many sins."
We should not repeat those mistakes
again, because if we continue making the same mistakes, if we contin"
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ue sinning, then how are we going to
progress in meditation? - because
we have already committed so many
sins.
I am grateful to all the dear ones
who have done the seva with their
body, mind, and wealth in this program. The dear ones from Punjab and
Rajasthan do a lot of seva in all the
programs. So it is our duty to appreciate their seva and also to cooperate
with them and take advantage of the
seva which they have done.
We all know that everyone who
does the seva over here does it selflessly. No one is a paid en~ployee;
they do it selflessly without expecting anything. So we should also appreciate their seva, we should cooperate with them. We should not just
eat the food and criticize and backbite and then leave from this place.
We should collect some meditation
from here and we should go back with
the meditation so that those who have
done seva for us may also get some
benefit from our meditation.
Finally, I wish for all of you a
very safe. uninterrupted journey back
to your homes, and I hope that whatever amount of meditation you have
collected over here - some have collected a little, some have collected a
lot - so whatever amount of meditation you have done here and you have
collected, I hope that you will maintain it, after going back to your homes,
by doing Bhajan and Simran.

SANT BANI

Continue in the Remembrance
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

B

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Father, Lord Almighty
Sawan and Kirpal, for giving us the
opportunity to do His devotion. We
should always make this prayer, this
request, at the Feet of Almighty, Allcapable Kirpal, that He may always
give us the opportunities to do the
devotion, that He may always give us
the wealth of the devotion, and that
He may always keep us involved in
doing His devotion, because He always loves His devotees.
Yesterday Kabir Sahib lovingly
told us, "0Kabir, having the darshan
of the Sadhu we remember God Almighty. Whatever time we spend in
His company is counted in our devotion. All other moments are not counted anywhere." So only those days in
our life, those moments, are very precious which we spend in the company of the Master, the Beloved of God
Who does the meditation. So whatever time we spend in His company,
only that is counted as our devotion.
All the other days which we live are
not counted in our devotion.
I was very happy to attend this
program. Many dear ones have gained
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a lot from this program and I hope
that they will maintain this. We can
maintain whatever we have been given in this program only if we continue doing our Bhajan and Simran even
after going back to our homes. So I
hope that when you return home you
will continue doing your Bhajan and
Simran so that whatever you have
gained here can be maintained.
In all the programs which I attend, whether they are in America or
in India, in front of the Westerners or
the Indian dear ones, I always remind
all the dear ones, and I always repeat
the words of beloved Lord Kirpal:
He used to say, "We should give up
hundreds of important works to attend the Satsang, and we should give
up thousands of important works to
sit,for meditation. " He also used say
that we should not feed our body unless we have fed our soul. Just as the
food which we eat nourishes om body,
so the food for our soul is the meditation of the Shabd Naam. And you
know how the body becomes weak if
we don't eat food for one day. So in
the same way, our soul also has been
very hungry. She has not been getting food, and for ages and ages she
has been starving. That is why He
used to say, "Until you have fed your

Grace Washes Away Everything
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
MASTER:
Yes, what news have you
brought?
Master, one young lady sends You
her love.
MASTER:
All right, could you give it
to me? [Master chuckles.] You have
brought sweet remembrance of her.
Anybody missing?
Yes, just one lad.
MASTER:
Yes, who?
-

has gone to see about his ticket.

MASTER:
NOW. And your companion? He's always at the back chewing his moustache around. [chuckles.] That's all right. Yes, please,
come on.
Beloved, Guru Nanak has said, "By
churning the ocean of the body, a
marvel I beheld. Guru is God and
God is Guru and betwixt them is no
difference, 0 Nanak. And the Guru
causes the supreme treasure of the
knowledge of God to enter into my
heart. It entered into my heart that
the Guru and God are one.
"

MASTER:
Yes, this is his finding.
An evening darshan on August 12,
1974, Sawan Ashram, Delhi, India.
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What do you find?
The same thing exactly.
MASTER:
I wish it. I wish it. Who
can say so, is one with God. That's
all? I will suggest you go deep down
more.
So what news have you brought?
Everything is proceeding quite nicely, but I understand you want to cut
back quite a bit. (Referring to plans
,for the Unity of Man Center in the
United States.)
MASTER:
Ah, you think I want to cut
back. I didn't want anything to cut!
[chuckles]There has been a wrong
interpretation. If all group leaders
gathered to raise schools, hospitals,
and everything, then? . . . I sent out
a circular stating the intention. In
the West you have got free medical
services from the very birth for the
needy. You have got free education;
old men have got their old age pensions, unemployed people have got
unemployment insurance. So these
necessities are already provided by
Government. No need of multiplying that. You have now got everything. In India it is different. We
have got no old men's homes. Similarly with other things. Unity of

Man Center here means the unity
of man at the level of man. Even
atheists, those who do not believe
in God, are treated. So go on with
your attitudes at the level of man.
However, [you] may have some
[people] come for meditation in the
ordinary facilities you have already
got there. This is the right interpretation. Perhaps that was taken in the
wrong way. You're headlong down,
but you've done splendid work.
What was done - all right - have
it for only those who want peace
for meditation. One, two, three,
whatever is convenient. What did
Mr. Sirrine tell you the other day?

I received a circular,from him, then
I spoke at length with him on the
phone.
MASTER: And again you talked to
him very boldly, "What is all this?"
And what was the result of your
conversation?

The result was that we decided to
cut out the home for the aged, the
hospital, the house of language, the
orphanage.
MASTER:

That cuts down on your la-

bor.
The question was whether or tzot
we should still have the school for
the children, since families living
there would like to send their children to a good school.
MASTER: That is to be decided definitely. Now, if for each group of
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initiates you must have a school.
m i s t have a hospital, must haveIt is all very expensive. This small
facility, little attendance, is for
those who go for a retreat, say for a
month. We keep it for meditation.
For those who want to get medical
treatment, there must be a hospital
nearby. If anyone should develop
sickness in that forlorn place and
there is no immediate medical aid
there, you can provide bare requirements for them. So anyway, not all
groups should do that.
In other words, i t ' s all right to do
something small at the Unity o f Man
Center but you 're tzot encouraging
everyone to do it all across the
country. Is that it?
Don't manipulate. [He
chuckles] What I say is very clear.
When it is a necessity, I say for
those who are over there who go
sick, send for help to take them to
the hospital. But suppose anybody
gets sick and you run two hundred
miles to get a doctor? For the time
being, you see, temporary first aid.
It is not to become a regular town;
you have a town there now.
MASTER:

There's a town in

nearby.

-

MASTER: Are you going to raise a
town and county? [chuckles.]

I know, but what about people coming there to live O H the land, those
who are inztiated, who would live
there.
SANT BANI

51 ISTER: That is only on your invitation. I don't want to makc it an
avocation. First stand on your own
legs. Hcsw many people can you
provide for now'? Two. three. four.
If
ha1.r chiIdren there, provide
culture. But that is not the t m i r i pur-

pose. Purpose is i ~ ~ ~ d i t u t i o i l .
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M.\STFR: That's all right. but it's not
a hoteI. All right. any questions
please? You're ready. Come on.

Sometimes dtlring Simran some people see a big splash, a big splash
like light. Should it be taken as the
Big Star?
MASTER:

Star? Yes?

Yes, and when that approaches, it
is like coming towards us; it means
that we are crossing it?
YOUneed not make any effort. Just put whole attention into
it. You'll cross there.
MASTER:

Beloved, I think that she said that
they see a big splash of light - not
the star. And she wanted to know if
that was the stataand are they crossing it.
All right. Look to the middle - that will also burst. Further
way will be up. Sometimes that
light seems to make a splash.
MASTER:

Here 's another one, Master. And
sometimes also they see purple, a
big purple circle surrounded by
golden light or white light and it is
also like conzing towards us you see.
MASTER:

IS it converging or revolv-

ing?

Sometimes it's steady and sometimes it revolves.
Don't be revolving with it.
Look in the middle. If it is converging then look deeper. That will
burst.

MASTER:

Yes, thank you, Master.
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MASTER:

Yes, come up. Yes. Come on.

Would you talk about when one is
despondent on progress? They alee
notprogressing, so they get despondent.
MASTER: Why are they despondent?
Look to your diary. Why are you
despondent? Your meditations are
not fruitful. Your mind is overflowing with foreign thoughts other than
God. For a while, close down one
picture and open the door to God.
Do one thing at a time, wholly and
solely. Open one drawer and attend
to it fully. If your body is here while
you're rambling outside, then? That
way you'll never be despondent. So
that is why I say: "look to your diary." This is due to the angle of your
outer attention or not doing meditations correctly or your gathering
of so many paraphernalia with you
when you go to God. He is all alone.
You mtlst go all alone. He wants
you to come to Him all alone. He
doesn't want your body to go along
with you. He doesn't want your intellect to go along with you. You
see? That is why we pray, "Oh God,
we are grateful to you; for You have
given this secret not to the worldly-wise but to the babes."
Worldly wise cannot go on. Understand first, and then do it. Your
intellect is for understanding. First
grasp it. Then go on. Further thing
starts only when the intellect is docile. When it is standing still. spirituality starts.
SANT BANI

[The missing man returns.]
We were worrying about you.
"One man was missing." Thank
God you are found. [Everyone
chuckles] Yes, anybody else. Come
up. Yes, please.
In the book Godman you mentioned
a few of the laws like the law of
sympathy, the law of supply and demand, but most of what You talk
about seems to be of grace. And I
wondered if You could comment on
how grace overrides everything, the
grace of the Master.
MASTER: Repeat again, please. Repeat again.
Not hurriedly, but you'll find in
your own question understanding.

Would You mind commenting about
. . . ?.
MASTER:
[teasingly] I'll mind, surely, but all right.
The meaning of grace.
MASTER:
Grace?
Yes, Master 's grace.
MASTER:
Further, what do you want
further? This could be so many
things.
And how it overrides these other
things like the law of supply and
demand, the law of sympathy, the
law of karma.
MASTER:
When you are a mother,
your young child requires help. You
help, you see. There is nobody to
October 2001

look after her. On cold nights she
does not allow the child to lose any
heat. She gives her own blanket to
the child. First He gives you food
for eating, drinking, then many
things come and go to help which
are unasked for. With all your efforts you cannot even rise above.
He comes to help you. You say,
"How come?" This is from Him.
No return. Grace comes. He requires no compensation, no return.
Just as mothers always have pity,
grace for the child, so is Master's
love. With His little thought you
weep like anything, do you follow?
His very look is inspiring.
When you see somebody very
happy, through eyes, they illuminate. The whole atmosphere will be
charged, is it not? Grace is a matter
of no compensation. For the matter
of grace, as I told you, is as the
child-mother relationship. So naturally [it is] that He takes you above
the Law of "as you sow, so shall
you reap." For a while you rise
above your body consciousness; He
raises you above your level of "as
you sow, so shall you reap."
So grace - what does grace
mean? Now I will tell you an
example which comes from the
Koran. One man left his hearth and
home and went into the jungle in
his very childhood. There was no
water, no food. God made arrangements to quench his thirst by providing a fresh running stream for
water which was always flowing.

He used to drink that water, and
bathe in it and do penances. All his
life was spent in that way, you see.
So ultimately he had to go. He was
presented to God. This man had
veneration for all, left his hearth and
home, all enjoyments, all attachments, etc. God said, "Well, look
here, we forgive you out of grace."
He said, "I have killed myself, I
left hearth and home, I remained in
the jungle, have undergone all penances, with that you forgive me out
of grace? I should be compensated,
I've done so much." God said. "All
right, tell me what you have done.
1'11 compensate." He kept quiet. To
keep quiet means half consent, does
it not? God said, "Well, look here,
there was no spring of water for
miles. Then one spring was raised
there for you. There was a tree that
gave one big full pomegranate, fully ripe, free. That was done only
for your sake. Take it in compensation for all your penances." Do you
get the true message? Justice and
grace are two different things, mind
that. Justice and grace are two different things. He said, "All right,
forgive me for any reason you like!"
So have you read Jap Ji? In the
last part He refers to the pure of
heart having the key that unlocks
the door to the Kingdom of the
Lord. Pure among us. It is not by
force that you can have that thing.
Forget yourself for a while like a
babe. Babe has no self. If the inner
eye is open that is the level we are
30

at. We are not the doers, there is no
self. That comes of itself. He would
like everybody to become a king
but cannot. For that, all are crying
in agony. You cannot entune yourself to God without grace. Not by
effort, just grace. Look here, Yogis
have taken hundreds of years to vacate the body, to leave the lower
chakras. Hundreds of years. You get
it the very first day. Is it not grace?
Nobody can do it of himself: be released from coming and going. Because as you think so you become.
If you sow the seeds, you'll harvest
them unless His grace descends to
you. So that is forgiveness, grace
and compassion. Ordinary man
lights up a heaven but there is darkness underneath. The lamps are
burning and lighting down. The
spreading light ends and there is
darkness again. One Law is justice
and the other is grace: forgiveness
and grace.
It so happened in my life that
my wife had to come from an outside station and I went to receive
her. She was in a multitude and at
this point [a thiefl cut off the
pocketbook from her. The police appointment for that purpose caught
that man red-handed, excuse me.
Now that policeman wanted me to
report to the station. They called
the complaint, you see. I told them,
"Well, it's only money, it's all right.
God forgive him." "No. no, this
should stop." They called him to
go to the police station with my
SANT BANI

wife. You know, these thieves are
not attended properly. I told them,
"I have to go to my office. I can't
stay here." "All right, it will be five
minutes, ten minutes, fifteen . . ."
Fifteen minutes passed, one half
hour passed, an hour passed. They
went to the superintendent in
charge. "Well, I have to go. It is
for their sake I have come." It was
recorded. They were just trying to
break that boy, striking him blows.
"I have not committed, I have not
committed . . ." So the case came
to the court. I was there and the
policeman was there. I had to attend; my wife was away. She never
attended. That inan who had committed that thing was there and a
relative was also there. The judge
began the case.
He asked, "Between justice and
grace, which is greater? Is justice
greater or is grace greater?'' I told
him, "Grace is." Justice is not done
in society. Then the men said, "No,
no, it is not so." "Excuse me, justice is never done. This is the right
thing I am telling you." When grace
descends, there is forgiveness. So I
told him, "A greater man is he who,
with right understanding, forgives.
Look here, this man [the Judge]
wants to forgive. He's advocated for
this purpose, but they won't let
him." So I attended the court. The
judge was there. I told him, "Dear
friend, if you could let him off for
any excuse, you'd be a great advocate." First I had to talk with him.
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"Was there any complaint against
him in any court before?" He said,
"No." Then he said, "All right, let
him off in the morning." Let him
off in the morning. Now what happens? Whenever I pass there, they
all say, "Here, here, here he is."
This you hear: Grace washes away
all - everything. There is no compensation for grace. That's a good
question.
I was once called as one of the
jurors in the big court. That was a
very easy case never seen before."
It struck me: "Judge not others so
that you may not be judged." I requested from the judge, "Will you
kindly let me go? I am not to
judge." He was also a Sawan Singh
initiate. Between grace and justice
. . . He who judges another man is
never satisfied. He will go on. There
are small courts, high courts, privy
courts, it goes on four, five years.
When wrangling goes on between two preachers, each man
says, "I have the right to sow the
seeds of righteousness," you see.
Now do you understand what
grace is? Out of grace you are all
forgiven. With avatars there is no
grace. Hafiz says, ultimately at the
end, he came to know that the kingdom of the Saints is of forgiveness.
With what I tell you to do, you can
leave the body in minutes, in no
* Master leaned forward, looked very
serious as He seemed to relive that inoment in the courtroom. He paused before continuing.
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time, to rise above body from the
start - those whose inner eyes are
opened to see the light of God. Is
this not grace?
Look to your destiny, to our
Master. It is very good of Him.
In my life once, on a Sunday
morning, I was in the Satsang Hall.
I had to give a talk. Just when it
was about to start, I came to learn
that the Master had come to Lahore.
Now, I was of two minds; what to
do? Should I start with Satsang,
give a talk, or go to Master. So I
decided, "I am ordered." I attended
to His Satsang. That was 12:OO. Later in the afternoon, I ran up to the
place where He was supposed to be,
but He had returned to Beas. I could
not decide whether I had done right
or wrong. So I ran up by train,
reached there by three or four
o'clock. I related all this to Him
and told Him that I did not know
whether I had done right or wrong.
He said, "I am glad you've done
your duty. I ordered you."
Masters have respect for duty
done without any consideration of
whether you get anything in return
or not. I had a young daughter
who was sick. She died at night. I
wrapped her up. Next morning I had
to give a talk at Satsang, so I asked
somebody to take care of the body
and told him not to make a fuss
about it. The people said, "What
sort of man is he?" Truth is there;
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that was according to the teachings
of the Master. His Word should be
Law. It is the Bible truth: Master's
Koran. If you stick to it, suchlike
see in me their fate. Now do you
follow what is meant by grace?
There are so many things. I got
a telephone message from my wife,
"Your son is dangerously ill come at once." On the way I met
another Satsangi who was very upset. "What's the matter with you?"
He answered, "My son is sick. He
has been sick for three weeks now."
"Did you have him treated?" "I have
got no money." So what did I do, I
went to the son, called for the doctor, got medicine for him, stayed
there three, four hours and helped
him with his son. Then I went to
see my son. This is to "Love your
neighbor as thyself."
An initiate is more than a neighbor also. Is it not so? It is a matter
of living. Saying is something else,
living is something else. Therein we
see love. Now we'll find this is
again very reciprocal. In that way
we can say, "Oh Lord, we are grateful to You for you have given this
secret not to the worldly-wise. but
to the babes," in whom there is no
ill will, no doership, no compensation, no thought for return.
Yes, any more? That was a good
question. If we only learn that much
about it. All right. God bless you.
Food time has come. Go Jolly.
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